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One page abstracts of the oral and poster contributions are requested for inclusion in the Book of
Abstracts of the Symposium that will be held in Naples on June 25-28th 2013. Using these
instructions will help to produce a homogeneous layout of the proceedings. This text is an example
of format to be used in your paper.
In order to publish the contribution before the seminar, your paper should reach the Organizing
Committee BEFORE APRIL 15th 2013.
Please send the file via e-mail (psesymposiumnaples@gmail.com) to the Secretary of the
Symposium Raffaele Troiano.
The abstracts must be written in English and the standard font should be Times New Roman size
12 pt except for the title (16pt) and references (10pt). The name of the author presenting the
contribution must be underlined. A standard length of one page is recommended. Figures and
Tables must be included in the text and should be submitted in a word.doc format.
The page size is A4 and the following margins will be used: left 2.5 cm; right 2.5 cm; top page
2.5 cm; bottom 2.5 cm. Text should be typed using single space and right justified and no page
number must be used..
References must be noted as number in square brackets and continuously numbered in the text in
the order in which they are cited. At the end of the abstract the reference list should be given in the
style given below.
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